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                                            DEFINING A NEW DIMENSION OF HOME

                                        

                                                                    

                            

                        
                        
                                                            
                                    A collection where contemporary minimalism and the rich creative heritage of the brand Gianfranco Ferré converge seamlessly. The line captures the essence of metropolitan living, offering a diverse range of furniture to shape dynamic and fluid living spaces—a true reflection of an inclusive and eclectic way of life. 
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                                “The methodological approach is an indispensable aspect of the creative activity. The emotional and sensory input has to be rationalized, analysed, codified and brought within a perspective of design.”
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                                    Geometrical perspectives and sartorial elegance
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                                Born in 2014, the Gianfranco Ferré Home line is characterized by elegant and exclusive furnishings, expression of a versatile and timeless charm. The creative heritage of the stylist Gianfranco Ferré, the "Architect of Fashion", is present in the sartorial details, in the use of geometries, in the refinement of materials and fabrics.
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                                    With its eclectic approach to interior design, Gianfranco Ferré Home Interior Design Service creates bespoke solutions able to meet the desires of refined clients throughout the world, interpreting their needs and delivering unparalleled service, top quality products and boundless inventiveness.
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                                    Exploring a new concept of the home, to be understood as a treasury of dreams, plans, memories and emotions. A place of infinite connections, a lifestyle mirror and a representation of character, in which furnishings and objects are the product of the meeting point between the person and the space that surrounds them. 
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                            The residence of a film producer in the heart of London. A remarkable house where passions, vocation and interests are reflected in the styling and furnishing of the space. Page after page, the new catalogue tells the personal story of the owner, exploring a new concept of home as a place of infinite connections, where interior design becomes the mirror of a lifestyle.
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                                            "My loft is a fluid space that expresses New York city’s typical eclecticism and creativity and at the same time speaks of me, of my story and my passions"
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                                            "Conveying emotions through art and design is the aim of this space. I wanted the apartment to be an expression of my own life, a constant evolving entity"
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